PAML, currently in version 1.2, is a package of programs for phylogenetic analyses of DNA and protein sequences using the method of maximum likelihood (ML). The programs can be used for (i) maximum likelihood estimation of evolutionary parameters such as branch lengths in a phylogenetic tree, the transition/transversion rate ratio, the shape parameter of the gamma distribution for variable evolutionary rates at sites, and rate parameters for different genes; (ii) likelihood ratio test of hypotheses concerning sequence evolution, such as rate constancy and independence among sites and rate constancy among lineages (the molecular clock); (iii) calculation of substitution rates at sites and reconstruction of ancestral nucleotide or amino acid sequences; and (iv) phylogenetic tree reconstruction by maximum likelihood and Bayesian methods.
codonml ML analysis of protein-coding DNA sequences using the (codeml with codon-based model of Goldman and Yang (1994) ; seqtype = 1) calculation of the codon-usage table; estimation of synonymous and non-synonymous substitution rates aaml ML analysis of amino acid sequences under several (codeml with amino acid substitution models (Poisson, Proportional, seqtype = 2) Dayhoff. Jones et al.. [1992] , Goldman and Yang.
[1994]): constant or gamma rates for sites: molecular clock (rate constancy among lineages) or no clock, among-gene and within-gene variation of substitution rates; models for combined analyses of multiple gene data: calculation of substitution rates al sites; reconstruction of ancestral amino acid sequences pamp Parsimony-based analyses for a given tree topology: estimation of the substitution pattern by the method of Yang and Kumar (1996) ; estimation of the gamma parameter for variable rates across sites by the method of moments, the method of Sullivan el al (1995) . and the method of Yang and Kumar (19%) , reconstruction of ancestral character states using the algorithm of Hartigan (1973) and an improved parsimony method mcmctree Bayesian estimation of phylogenies using DNA sequence data (Rannala and Yang, 1996; Yang and Rannala, 1997) Markov chain Monte Carlo calculation of posterior probabilities of trees hsttree This program does miscellaneous things, such as listing all rooted and unrooted trees for a given number of species, generating random trees from a birth-death process with species sampling, calculating tree bipartition distances, and simulating nucleotide sequence data sets under a variety of substitution models
